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With over 35 years of real experience, This course will give 
you the best tools for expanding your consciousness 
naturally for the purpose of higher creative vision, insight, 
love, bliss consciousness, and manifesting the love, 
relationships, knowledge, business and true wealth in your 
life!  You will learn how to master the 3 bodies: the 
Physical Electric Body, the Astral Body & the Light Body’s 
9 levels of Superlight, 9 levels of the Angelic kingdom, 
Angelic Sound activation, The Lost Harmonic Scale, 
Toning, Fall from Grace, Singularity & Superlight, 
Differentials, Dualism Harmonics, Moving beyond today’s 
2-dimensional sound, 3-D and Higher dimensional sound, 
Chakra-Phonics, Heart-Phonics,  Light-Phonics, advanced 
faster than light telepathy, accelerated Meditation, vision 
and vision download, Super Attraction & Manifestation. 



The Teachers of this Course had major appearances in the hit DVD 
“Quantum Communication,” which has had over 20 million viewers 
on youtube and other sites for free! David, Crystal & Dr. Lynn Sereda!

This film is unstoppable at opening people to a higher life potential!



Learn from a teacher who has been meditating every day for over 35 
years, had direct experience with traveling through the 7 levels of Heaven, 
Met the Angels, had direct meetings with Archangel Michael,  The 
Cherubim, Jesus Christ,  The Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalene, Star Beings 
from Pleiades, Sirius, Arcturus the Sacred Geometry Masters of the 
Universe and many more!  In 35 years of daily practice, David Sereda has 
discovered that it is by meditating with breath, harmonic ascension tones 
and deep relaxation awareness into the heart that brings true illumination 
of the mind and soul! This requires guidance & Initiation! 



Crystal Sereda has a background in music, singing inc. opera, dancing, 
acting & expanding consciousness in learning & manifesting love within 

one’s love for life! 
 I Am Love- I Am Bliss, I am what I am if I believe it to be so.

You are currently in a phase of your life that does not need threatening of 
any kind but you wish to enjoy life simply as it is from the heart and for 
not only your soul but for many others as well. We are here on a mission 
of love brought to us from our hearts and from soul to soul to experience 
what is here and now to explore within each other’s shared hearts alike.



Dr. Lynn Sereda holds a PhD in Educational Psychology from University 
of California at Berkeley.  He is the father and motivation behind much 
of his son, David Sereda’s Life works!  David Sereda says, “Lynn is one 
of the best meditation teachers I have ever experienced anywhere in the 
world, and that includes many of the most famous spiritual figures in the 
world. That is because he teaches you how to meditate with your emotions 
rather than trying to block them!

He has a phenomenal understanding of how to get you into higher states 
of consciousness, open your creative insighting potential, and how to get 
your body to produce its own DMT and naturally high bio chemistry to 
expand your aura into the light of who you want to become! He is the 
author of “Quantum You,” “Inner Voyage,” and “Outward Bound.” He is 
the bright star of Quantum Communication! 



         Pay $360 per year or Get the Course 
                        Free or Discounted 

                            Find out How! 



                 David Sereda’s Online 6-year Course
              Starts October 15, 2014 Weekly, 6 Months Per Year 
Cost of the Course: This 6-year course is offered at $360 per year as a 6 month 
term.  You can pay for it in 2 payments!  You can also take part 1 of the course to see 
if you want to continue the first year.  This costs $180 per person and lasts 2 months 
of the course until X-mas break. If you wish to continue we will add this to your full 
length course or payment plan.

Welfare, Veterans, Disabled & Students up to age 19 can get the course for 
$120, which may be made in 2 payments $60 each), paid in full at the end of the 3 
month course period. They can sign up other welfare, veterans, disabled or students 
of age and receive 25% of their commission rate per person as a discounted 
commissioner.  

Get the course free or discounted:  David Sereda was given a financial vision 
where everyone can get the course free.  All you have to do is sign up 4 
people and receive 25% or $90 per person applied to your course for free.  Anyone 
can do this.  This means that everyone who does it passes the same vision on to the 
next 4 people to do the same.  If you sign up 1, 2 or 3 people you are still offered 
25% toward the cost of your course outline per year course. 



Commisions:

To set up commissions based on friends & family you are a Fellowship 
Promoter and you are welcome to receive the 4th person up to 9 persons at 25% 
commission.  When they have paid to paypal address DavidSereda@hotmail.com 
via your name referral those emails go on the list to receive the teachings and you 
get a commission of 25% and or a free pass. This applies to the Discounted 
Commisioners as well.

If you have marketing or other means to reach people you can become a Course 
Promoter and get 50% commission or $180 per person you enroll if you can 
enroll 10 or more people per year course.  We will notify you once the 10th 
person has been attained for this year’s course outline and a 50% commission 
will be credited to your free pass and your remaining funds balanced forward to 
you. Contact DavidSereda@outlook.com for info on how to begin as a promoter.  

In the following years of the course, keep track of your fellowships and get the 
course free each year or receive your discount based on how many you sign up. 
Your fellowship may also receive commissions that may apply to their audience.  
 



More on Becoming a Course Promoter

Course Promoters receive 50% of a full priced course only at $360 or $180 per 
person to an unlimited number of people if you have marketing or other means to 
reach people.  Why so much?  Promoting is a lot of work and so is enrolling other 
people.  

This course has immense value.  It cannot be underestimated what a person can gain 
from this kind of knowledge, experience and harmonics. Course attendees are 
learning from people who have had decades of experience in these fields of 
consciousness expansion.  To have had direct experiences of God Consciousness and 
meetings with ascended masters is extremely rare in today’s world or any historical 
period on Earth.  You are gaining access to this. 

Few human beings wish to ascend from depression, darkness, suffering and into real 
bliss light consciousness.  It is well worth the work in light & love, and what we have 
found is there are a lot of techniques out there that do not work or have been 
misinterpreted by inexperienced teachers who are not experienced enough 
themselves or do not know how to teach.  You are in good hands here!  
  



Course Materials & Details

Price includes all course materials such as frequency downloads, medita-
tion lessons and more.  Every week, participants receive a 1 hour audio download 
teaching via pdf, and or video links via youtube (private setting password) for visual 
learning workflow and will be given a step by step set of spiritual exercises and some 
homework.  Each week we alternate between 2 weeks with David Sereda and the 
others with Crystal Sereda & Dr. Lynn Sereda working the feminine and masculine 
light work. 

Questions & Sharing

During the course, you can email questions to each teacher via email.  Some of the 
best questions will be taken up in the course so we can better assist you in learning 
and experiencing the divine!  

You can also share an experience from doing the course, which may get talked about 
during the course in the shared circle sessions. 



Registration by Phone or Email:

1. To pay for the course via credit card call either 310-948-1592 (USA) or 
250-229-4216 (Canada).  Please leave a message with your payment type. 

2. To Pay via Paypal send payment with your email to DavidSereda@hotmail.com  
Detail the name of the course: REGENISIS 2 month or 6 month. Please include the 
name of your referral in light of their commission or free pass.  

3. Payments for Veterans, Welfare, Disabled & Students up to age 19 email 
Davidsereda@outlook.com with certificates, stubs or student cards; this will be 
toward your discount for the course once these are received in love by us. Discounted 
Commissioners call 310-948-1592 or 250-229-4209 for their terms.

3. To become a Course Promotor at 50% commissions write DavidSereda@outlook.
com to set up an appointment to discuss your marketing abilities. 

4. Fellowship Promoters collect your names and emails to a list given to us via phone 
message at 310-948-1592, with the note that you wish to become a fellowship 
promoter. We will contact you with your fellowship confirmations once paid in full.



  Course Introduction & What you can Expect!
 This Course Focuses on Breath, Sound & Light
   

   Quantum Harmonics, DNA Light Activation 
                       Cosmic Consciousness! 

   
           Learn How to Open Your Own Portal
                     To God Consciousness 



Your DNA is your very own transmitter receiver, which contains your 
genetic blueprint.  It is your own antenna to the cosmos, your connection 
to the divine.  It was protected and private until recently when it became a 
target for unwanted frequencies!  

Now you can active your own DNA with high vibrational harmonics that 
will protect you from unwanted interceptions and harm!  These vibrations 
are so powerful, they will activate you to become a beacon of light! 



Archangel Michael Delivers a Message
to David Sereda about a DNA upgrade!
Humankind’s DNA is damaged! 



David Sereda received a Spiritual Vision during Christmas, 2013 from 
Archangel Michael who told him that the greatest problem in humanity is 
the current state of human DNA.  DNA is your own transmitter. The DNA  
has been corrupted and is sending out disharmonic messages to the human 
nervous system!  Human DNA has been downgraded by the dark forces 
and is transmitting information into human beings to prevent them from 
becoming light beings, to create more chaos, war, disease and suffering!  
Archangel Michael told David that the next 6 years will involve a DNA 
upgrade towards the Light for those who can perceive it in their DNA!  
The Angels call this upgrade “ReGenesis”. There have been major shifts 
in the DNA of receptive people in the historic past. Those individuals 
altered the course of human destiny for the advancement of humanity. 
This enraged the dark forces to do battle with human DNA itself.  Now 
the dark forces have gained the majority of the population by DNA 
manipulation.   The Angels see this and now they are intervening!  There 
has not been a major shift in human DNA for a very long time!  Get ready 
for a major ReGenesis possibility! 



Spiritual Knowledge is not found
in books or by teaching a belief 
system.  It is found by oral and
harmonic practices that awaken 
the true experience so that you can
have regular access to that 
experience as true spiritual presence
of light! 



What is true enlightenment?  As human beings, 
we have three major sets of bodies: 
1. The Physical body 
2. The Astral dream body  
3. The Light body  

Each of these 3 bodies requires a spiritual 
energy activation, understanding, techniques 
for spiritual awakening and secret harmonic 
practices to become an illuminated and 
liberated divine person. 

Each of the 3 bodies has multiple 
dimensions and pathways!  

Each dimension of each body needs to be 
nourished, loved and retuned 
to open up the spiritual gateway! 



The physical body has 7 glandular centers that 
correspond to each of the 7 energy centers of 
the body.  

There are certain natural elixirs made of minerals 
and crystals that help to enliven these centers.  
These 7 gland centers correspond to 
electrical impulses that give birth to 
and feed the more subtle levels of 
the electric body and human aura! 

The 7 centers respond positively to harmonic
wind, words and sound if they are tuned
properly!  



The Astral body is the body that extends beyond the 
electrical body.  It is this body that we use during 
creativity, insighting, sleep and dream time.  This 
body requires deep spiritual knowledge on how 
to operate effectively for creative insighting,
gaining knowledge, inventions and intuition.

The higher astral body is also used for 
remote access to regions within the 
solar system only.  This can give a 
person access to greater kowledge
beyond Earth!  The lower astral 
limits travel from Earth to the Moon. 

Only the Light Body can reach the cosmos
and beyond! It is sometimes confused with the
higher astral body! 



The 3rd body is the light body or spiritual body, which      
is the beginning of the true potential body of light                  
that liberates a person from the confines of Earth, 
the solar system and limited consciousness!  

The Light Body is only attained by enlightened 
persons and is very rare for most humans to 
experience on a regular basis.  Once the 
The light Body is properly activated, a 
person can no longer be bound to 
lower worlds.  A person is truly free 
to travel anywhere they want to in 
the spiritual universe.  There are a 
total of 9 levels of the light body available 
for humans at this time.   Most humans have 
been deeply deceived to be satisfied with 
mere belief in a form of God that does 
not satisfy the soul’s desire to truly 
experience the Light Body!  

Cosmic Bliss
Vision Bliss
  Tonal Bliss

   Love Bliss

   Belly Bliss
   Navel Bliss
   
    Sensuality 
        Bliss



Mastering the 3 bodies will be the foundation of the teachings in the online 
course! 

It is very clear that the dark forces 
have taken over the physical 
Earth by attacking the DNA                        Chaotic Frequencies
of all living things on many 
levels of operations. 
 
They are busy destroying life, 
destroying your chance to health, 
beauty and prosperity!  

They are using frequencies to
scatter your DNA into an electrical
chaotic haze so you cannot see
past the fog bank!  These frequencies 
are blinding nearly everyone!



They are busy destroying life, 
destroying your chance to health, 
beauty and prosperity with 
Genetically Modified foods.

These GMO foods have a 
a deeper level of human 
genetic warfare: 

to make sure you do not 
awaken your light body! 

GMO foods are a programed
magnetic tape worm sent to 
destroy evolving DNA! 

Learn how to harmonically treat your
food! 



Natural gas fracking is destroying the human water table’s purity, mixing 
it with deadly carbon monoxide gas, which millions of people are exposed 
to in their drinking water.  Carbon monoxide kills cells and brain cells. 

Pure water is essential to harmonizing the human body and cellular DNA. 
This course will teach you the most advanced ways to restructure your 
water harmonically! 



Chemical spraying of civillians has been going on now for years.  Most 
perceive it as a weather modification spray, but deeper evidence shows it 
to be for multiple uses.  Some include increasing the coductivity of the 
air by spraying silica, aluminium, barium, beryllium and even radioactive 
metals to increase the effectiveness of  DNA and mind control frequency 
transmissions.  These elements make the air more conductive to electrical 
transmissions. This allows them to modify DNA at a distance to almost 
everyone.  I say almost because there is a way to protect yourselves you 
will learn about in the course. 



Where do the transmitters of microwaves exist?  Everywhere including 
this disguised Palm Tree cell tower in Tuscon, Arizona.  There are over 
190,000 cell phone microwave towers in and around the United States, or 
about 3,500 per State. That means 
your brain is being electrically 
inducted with signals almost 
everywhere within the country
and the world all of the time.

This is a real and working matrix 
machine bent on destroying your
free mind potential. 

While you are texting your friends, 
they are overiding the signal with
mind control programming! Don’t
worry, we are here to help you! 

 



Your Brain is now no longer a private space that you solely control.  
Microwaves from all of the wifi centers around the world can deeply limit, 
influence or even cause you to think or feel a certain way!  This is a gross 
violation of human freedom and rights but it is happening!  MKULTRA 
experiments used frequencies and transmitters to manipulate mass 
consciousness. http://www.rense.com/general92/elcs.htm  

Learn how to become free! 

                                                            Vocalize Tones of Ascension!
                                                             Actualize Tones of Ascension!
                                                              Activate Tones of Ascension!  
 



There are over 2,500 satellites orbiting the globe and transmitting 
information into our brains and nervous systems every day!   These 
electrical signals are creating deep pollution for the astral plane! 

There is great evidence from the Monroe Institute that frequencies can trap 
human souls in confined areas and prevent deep space out of body travel. 
Is this being done intentionally?  How can you become free when all of 
this is operating to enslave your astral body? 



WIFI Transmitters litter our homes, businesses, highways and public 
spaces.  Have you ever tried searching for your own WIFI address in an 
office tower or appartment complex?  How many WIFI addresses can you 
see at one time to scroll through?  As many as hundreds in one building!

All of those are transmitting into your brain and nervous system.  In fact, 
even light bulbs and the wires in your house do the same thing if 
someone wants them to.  The neural networks in your brain pick up 
every signal!  

  



Not only that, these dark forces are hard at work trying to make you 
believe that you are powerless against all of this control.  They even try to 
convince you that Jesus, Mary and the true Christian teachings are false 
and that Jesus never existed at all so that you cannot find a way out of the 
matrix mind and body prison they are building for your soul.  

Now that is an overwhelming presence of evil.  How does one become 
truly free and beat all of this?  How will we ever see the real light at the 
end of the tunnel?   What if mind control frequencies can even control 
spirits after they die?  There is good evidence that the astral body and 
astral plane can be controlled with mind trap frequencies.  Robert Monroe 
experienced this at his out of body research center when certain 
frequencies were transmitted through his sleeping area.  He could not get 
past the trap of binding frequencies.  

The CIA mind control studies have proven that mass minds can be 
manipulated beyond belief!  There is a way to become free and there is 
only one way: to activate your light body! 



In the Gospel of Philip, Jesus tells us to attain the 
resurrection while we live and not to wait until after death! 

This is done by Activating the Light Body through certain 
exercises of breath, sound and light. 



Jesus said in the Gospel of Philip, “Those who say they will die first and 
then rise are in error. If they do not first receive the resurrection while they 
live, when they die they will receive nothing.” Jesus then goes on to say 
that the Baptism is a good thing, but it does not deliver you to a new life 
without the Chrism.  You need the first Chrism to really get a resurrection 
into the new life.   The Chrism is a light expansion state of consciousness.  

The church has thrived as a business making you believe all you need to 
do is get baptized and confess your sins and you are somehow able to feel 
and be in the presence of the Holy Spirit in Heaven.  This is simply not 
true.  They want you to believe that somehow, you will be magically lifted 
to Heaven’s light as long as you follow their rules and donate your life 
savings to the church before you die!  This is part of what they want from 
you and the other part they want is your soul to be too heavy in weight to 
become lifted into the light after death.  

To become light is to be light enough to be lifted into the light! 



The Lord’s Prayer in Aramaic - the Language of Jesus Christ 
Speaks of the Breath, Vibration-Sound and Light
Abwûn
“Oh Thou, from whom the breath of life comes,

d’bwaschmâja
who fills all realms of sound, light and vibration.

Nethkâdasch schmach
May Your light be experienced in my utmost holiest.

Têtê malkuthach.
Your Heavenly Domain approaches.

Nehwê tzevjânach aikâna d’bwaschmâja af b’arha.
Let Your will come true - in the universe (all that vibrates)
just as on earth (that is material and dense).

Hawvlân lachma d’sûnkanân jaomâna.
Give us wisdom (understanding, assistance) for our daily need,

Waschboklân chaubên wachtahên aikâna
daf chnân schwoken l’chaijabên.
detach the fetters of faults that bind us, (karma)
like we let go the guilt of others.

Wela tachlân l’nesjuna
Let us not be lost in superficial things (materialism, common temptations),

ela patzân min bischa.
but let us be freed from that what keeps us off from our true purpose.

Metol dilachie malkutha wahaila wateschbuchta l’ahlâm almîn.
From You comes the all-working will, the lively strength to act,
the song that beautifies all and renews itself from age to age.



The activation of the light body is the only way to become truly free!  The 
light body is far more powerful than your astral body. 

Very few people have a truly activated light body on Earth today because 
the masses are being deceived.  They are being deceived so that it will be 
easy to control them before & after death.  Get the activations! 



What Jesus told David Sereda in person shining like a thousand suns of 
Holiness is that God does not judge you but judgment is real.  If a person 
is unable to accept the levels of Love, Peace, Joy and Grace into their 
spiritual heart that radiate from heaven’s light, they judge themselves out 
of Heaven.  That is because they did not get real experience step by step in 
activating their light body while they were alive on earth.  This is what 
Jesus means in the Gospel of Philip! 

This is what happens to most souls: they go into the light for a short time 
and have to reject it out of fear of Love and the extent of what the light 
radiates.  They literally judge themselves in retrospect to what the light is 
and they see they do not have the ability to live inside of that much Love 
and Light permanently.  

So God does not judge them out, rather they do it out of fear of Love and 
Light because they did not prepare for Love and Light when they were 
alive.  They prepared for things that do not evolve their own capacity to 
receive and give love and ecstasy. 



So to get into Heaven is about increasing your capacity to experience love, 
ecstasy, peace, beauty, wisdom, grace and purity.  If a person rejects these 
things in their life for false loves, they do not develop the capacity to 
receive them when they die. 

Beneath God’s true Love and Light are worlds within worlds of self 
created suffering!  The souls who live there create more and more 
suffering just like what is happening on Earth right now.  These ignorant 
souls are among our world leaders and the world followers of this demise.  

  



The only real way a person can come into heaven permanently is to know 
it here and now and practice it here and now.  This gives us a sort of 
spiritual training day before the real test of trying to live in the Love and 
the Light all the time in Heaven.   

To receive the Chrisms, this work is done here and now.  It is not 
something easy to do like getting baptized is.  There are 9 Chrisms 
possible for human beings at this time.  The first one frees you and 
allows you access to the first level of Heaven here and now and after 
death.  The first Chrism must be your goal or you will not become free.  
The first Chrism is so fulfilling it will blow your mind!  

A personal resurrection from a limited awareness of flesh, sensation and 
human life into Spirit is what frees us and allows us to feel the 
presence of the Truth and the Light.  You need to get your Love, Ecstasy, 
Peace, Grace, Wisdom, and Light body activated and turned on to get the 
Chrisms.  



David Sereda has been meditating for 35 years every day, planting trees, 
working on environmental issues and developing harmonic technology to 
help free us from mind polluting frequencies for the same amount of time.  
He has been through 6 (Chrisms) of the 9 Chrisms or Nine levels of 
Heaven, experienced the Angels music of the 7 levels of the cosmos, 
met Christ in person 4 times, and the Virgin Mary 5 times and Mary 
Magdalene several times. 

Crystal Sereda has been studying music, voice, singing Jazz and opera for 
years as well as spiritual practice.  Her singing voice has excellent tone 
and pitch and vibrates into the highest frequencies possible for humans to 
sing and hear!  She went through a deep transformation of the heart and 
Christ which brought her in direct contact with the Love and the Light.  
She will be your feminine guide. 

Dr. Lynn Sereda is an educational psychologist!  He has enormous 
experience on transforming others! They will be your guides to help you 
activate your Light Body within the True Christos Light!



The way you get your light body activated is by tuning into 
and expanding your heart, using the breath, perfect 
harmonic vibrations in the inaudible, audible and beyond 
audible ranges to switch the light code in your DNA on!    



In the Gospel of the Egyptians, Jesus teaches the intonements of 7 sacred 
vowels or tones for ascension to the light:  

http://gnosis.org/naghamm/goseqypt.html

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

(the 7 vowels, 22 times each.)



These tones have been decoded by David Sereda in the ancient Egyptian 
Great Pyramid where Jesus studied and learned as a young man!  The 
Gospel of the Egyptians gives us this clue as Jesus tells of reciting the 7 
vowels 22 times each.  22 divided by 7 is Egyptian Pi or the formula to 
determine the distance around a circle. It is evident that the ancient stone 
builders knew Pi because it was used to make the Pyramid and is revealed 
in its dimensions.  Jesus clearly studied there.  

David Sereda has done the math and found this most perfect ancient 
music scale which when compared to our own chromatic scale, or 
solfeggio, is superior in tonal quality.  Each ascending tone has less and 
less distortion when combined and compared to the chromatic or solfeggio 
scales. 

These tones will turn on your DNA and encode them with the light code.   



Comparing Frequency Tones of The Great Pyramid’s hidden Music Scale,
with the chromatic music scale chromatic 12 tone and Solfeggio 9 tone
scale, it looks like the Great Pyramid represented a superior lost music
scale of 10 tones (from a lost ancient 10-base math). Let us investigate
each tone represented in Hertz Frequency. 

Standard Music Scale         Solfeggio          Scale Pyramid Scale
A 440                                  174                    Secret numbers
B Flat 466                           285                    Secret numbers
B 494                                  396                    Secret numbers
C 523                                  417                    Secret numbers
C Sharp 554                       528 (Upper C)   515.1 (lower C)
D 587                                 639                     Secret numbers
D Sharp 622                       741                     Secret numbers
E 659                                  852                     Secret numbers
F 698                                  963                     Secret numbers
F Sharp                               740                     Secret numbers
G 784                                                    Secret numbers will be revealed!



Your Energy Centers 
Respond to Harmonics 
and Sound.  

Perfect Harmonics 
Activate your 
Light Body! 



This GDV Aura Camera testing was done on 3 subjects
before and after being exposed to the new pyramid scale 
in 3-D for 1 hour with the LST Wand Transmitter! 

                         Before                        After 



What our studies show is that DNA light gets activated by 
the most perfect harmonics.  What was advanced in these 
tests was the subjects held the light the next day when they 
were retested to about 80% levels.  That has never been 
duplicated by other means other than long years of 
meditation. 

This process can accelerate you to a light body activation 
hundreds of times faster than regular meditation!  These 
tones will take a year to get fully activated in your DNA. 

Then there are 6 other levels of tones to be mastered.  This 
takes 6 years!  That is why this course is a 6 year training.  
Normally it would take 30 years to get advanced results.   



David, Crystal & Lynn Sereda’s training techniques will 
align the 3 major bodies and their respective levels.  

1. Physical body activation training

2. Astral body activation training

3. Light Body activation training 

4. Singularity, Jesus said, “If thine
eye be single thy whole body shall
be filled wiht light.” 



Re-Genesis means to be Reborn into the Perfect Light of 
the Christos Light!

Jesus clearly taught this 
can be done with breath,
sound and light!  

Your DNA just needs to be retuned to become activated! 



It is important to understand the breath, sound and light 
activation is not only the lost mysterious practice of ancient 
Christianity, but Tibetan Buddhism, The Shiks, Yogis and 
Yogins of India practice the activation of the inner sounds 
and harmonics to activate the true light. 

The real work is to learn, understand and experience 
Heart-phonics, which is sound vibrations which open the 
heart center! All of the other chakras are there to support 
life to the heart, the greatest power center of the 3 bodies.  
Chakra-phonics are also needed.  

In the course, we will study a brief history of how these 
ancient practices work and why Christianity lost contact 
with these practices! 



Crystal Sereda 

We are brought here together to share what is within each and every one of us. We 
should no longer take this breath in vanity to seek what is within our world alone 
but among many others to share in light of all of us if we should so seek it out in 
love for one another and in vanity no longer. We are here no longer as one 
because we were brought here not on the same account, as all of us noticed what 
is plain and simple within each others hearts alike, rather we are here seeking out 
what is true and sound within each others hearts alike to share and behold once 
more as one; our own hearts expand upon another and beyond the limits of our 
source being we will expand upon “US,” as one units in heaven not alone on earth 
and in light of what we know to be sound and equal to us all to share within each 
and every one of our hearts alike. 



We all took breath with the same kind of usual breath we have always known. 
Yet there is more here still to this breath of awakening within us if we breathe 
from our hearts alike and encounter a new kind of breath that will awaken within 
us this course outline of something entirely new to behold and breathe in, within 
each and every one of us here and now, to experience within God and his or her 
likeness to he or her, in light and in caring of each other’s breath.

We are here in kindness to he or she that yields a neighbor or fow or friend, but 
it is within all of us that we share what is sound and true within each and every 
one of our hearts I, Crystal, who have come forward to state that this has not yet 
occurred within all of us each as the same for we have not yet known what to say 
and what to do to release this quest for inner peace and friendliness upon each 
other’s grace to face us within likeness of one another. I am here on a quest to 
give likeness through your grace of life here and now, not only through breath 
awakening, also through self realization of what is inherently ours to keep and 
behold within us each for this world and beyond!



one of our hearts alike. I ask you to come to this course outline with your 
own imagination of what is sound and true to you in your soul and heart 
and figure out yourselves what there is to explore here as one. I will take 
you on a journey into your souls alike to share within the space of this 
course and to share among others in the community. At great lengths 
through time and distance onbounded you will see this and more, so that 
you may one day share this with your kids and children of light & love for 
this planet and for the souls who have passed and still remain “here and 
now” for us, who are upon the realms of our earth’s atmospheric 
conditions as of present.
I am a light worker and as such I garauntee you all more light into your 
souls and world as of present. We have come here with many on our jour-
ney in love for this world but there are more who will continue to come 
if we bring in more of the world we wish to create through our souls and 
hearts desire. We are aboard a ship not because we chose not to yet notice 
what is in light for this but it is because of the light workers here and now 
who have come to this day presently and sustained yours and our hearts 
alike to carry on with this world, which some day soon there will be light 
enough to become a part of it in our hearts and souls alike. 



Lynn Sereda 

Contribution to Quantum Leap Learning Academy. Given Dr. Lynn’s 
background in learning psychology and the psycho-physiology of altered 
states of Conscious  - his part of this course will focus on just how we 
have all been designed/evolved to be as full of ‘Life’, ‘Liberty’ and true 
found Happiness as we possibly Can. We just have to agree to learn to op-
erate the 3 main components of our Whole Nervous Systems to our Opti-
mal Max. (go to quantumyou.com)

Toward this end he will first develop both an understanding as to just how 
we may keep supporting our ANS or more vital Energy based Emotional 
Nervous System to keep shifting from Fear & mostly endless adrenalin 
based high anxiety Doom & Gloom problem focus. Into a way more re-
laxed and Emotionally acetylcholine based - in our Zone Solution Genera-
tive Capability. As well as share at least One basic Awareness enhancing 
Exercise to start helping every One of Us make this fundamental shift.



From here he will go on to develop both an understanding as to just how 
we may keep supporting our CNS or so called more Rational/Logical 
Central or Stimulus/Response based Nervous System. To keep shifting 
from our small either/or narrow band mostly egocentric focused endless 
thinking minds only - into our potentially way more totally Whole Brain 
Lit and/or holo-centric In-Sightful Solution Brilliant Capability. As well as 
share at least One basic Awareness enhancing Exercise to start helping 
every One of Us make this fundamental shift.
Finally he will go on to develop both an understanding as to just how we 
may keep supporting our ever more Heart Core Integral Awakened - Whole 
Nervous or WNS. To keep shifting from our mostly egocentric focused me, 
me, alone, darkest negative nasty shadow side perspectives only - into that 
potentially way more Holo-Centric all together oriented State. Wherein we 
may find ourselves being totally in Love with Life and everything comes 
out of very same Source - to thus end up Being Present in our Lives. As 
well as share at least One basic Awareness enhancing Exercise to start 
helping every One of Us make this most fundamental shift toward having 
an ever more positively Great full of Love Life. (go to Heart Math 
Institute.com



Even beyond this: Once you have taken this basic Course, Dr. Lynn, 
David & Crystal will invite to keep getting ever new Higher Awareness 
Exercises & Insights designed to keep helping you keep moving ever 
forward in relation to this ever Higher Made in the Image Consciousness 
oriented Journey - For a small monthly fee. With the hope of transforming 
your life toward the continual finding of that sense of true found 
Happiness we all so much Deserve.

See the whole point here, we can either remain at the mercy of most 
negative emotions, our most egocentric thoughts, our most nasty me, me, 
alone way too closed resentful, hating even revengeful Hearts. Or we can 
choose to take those very response-abilities which seem to required to 
keep elevating ourselves into being totally as One – and thus in Love with 
All that comes into being from within our Very Maker! Which In-It-Self 
is said to Be of No-Thing other - than of Pure Love In-It[Self! The only 
question remaining is what kind of law of attraction based life, would you 
most like to keep setting up for the ongoing development of your very 
own ever Greater - Sense of Your Self?



Course Chapters will not be given out due to security 
reasons and fraud protection.  Each week you will receive 
an email with audio file download, pdf slideshow download 
and secure video links all corresponding to the week’s 
lessons!

If you start the course late, do not worry, you can go at your 
own pace.  All of the materials will be available to you. 

For further questions, write DavidSereda@outlook.com  


